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Drupal 5 Views RecipesPackt Publishing, 2009
The Views module is a powerful and flexible tool for displaying content on a Drupal site. Views came on the Drupal scene in 2005. Developed primarily by an awesome coder named Earl Miles with much input from other Drupalers, it has revolutionized the Drupal website developer experience.

This book offers step-by-step Views recipes for use...
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Python Testing: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
Automated testing moves much of the labor of testing off the developer and makes it easier as well as quicker to find bugs and fix them. Automated tests run faster, increase test coverage, and lower costs. However, testing is neither an easy process nor remotely exciting for most developers. But with the right techniques and tools, testing can...
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Hacking Vim 7.2Packt Publishing, 2010

	Vim is one of the most powerful open-source editors used by programmers and system administrators around the world. While Vim itself is inherently a powerful editor, personalizing it to suit your needs can be a daunting task. However, it is possible to do so with the help of this book.


	This book contains examples that cover...
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Microsoft Silverlight 5 Building Rich Enterprise DashboardsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome, to the exciting world of building Rich Enterprise Dashboards with

	Silverlight. Throughout this book, you will learn how to harness the power of the

	Silverlight 5.0 platform to build amazing Dashboards. This book goes beyond just

	showing the nuts and bolts of learning Silverlight and showcases how to create

	amazing...
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Scala for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build reactive, scalable applications and integrate Java code with the power of Scala


	Overview

	
		Learn the syntax interactively to smoothly transition to Scala by reusing your Java code
	
		Leverage the full power of modern web programming by building scalable and reactive applications

...
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Learning BeagleBone Python ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the potential of BeagleBone using Python


	About This Book

	
		Configure and customize your BeagleBone to seamlessly connect it to external hardware using Python
	
		Learn to write programs that interface with the real world using GPIO ports
	
		Clear and step-by-step examples,...
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Developing SSRS Reports for Dynamics AXPackt Publishing, 2013

	With the help of this book you’ll soon be creating reports that are more graphic and more easily distributed. It’s a complete guide to the technical side of developing SSRS reports for Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.


	Overview

	
		Build reports using AOT queries, report data provider classes, or an...
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Xamarin Mobile Development for Android CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 hands-on recipes to unleash full potential for Xamarin in development and monetization of feature-packed, real-world Android apps


	About This Book

	
		Create a number of Android applications using the Xamarin Android platform
	
		Extensively integrate your Android devices with other...
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Object-Oriented JavaScript: Learn everything you need to know about object-oriented JavaScript (OOJS), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn everything you need to know about object-oriented JavaScript with this comprehensive guide. Enter the world of cutting-edge development!


	Key Features

	
		This book has been updated to cover all the new object-oriented features introduced in ECMAScript 6
	
		It makes object-oriented...
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Reinforcement Learning with TensorFlow: A beginner's guide to designing self-learning systems with TensorFlow and OpenAI GymPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of reinforcement learning techniques to develop self-learning systems using TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore reinforcement learning concepts and their implementation using TensorFlow
	
			Discover different problem-solving methods for reinforcement...
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Neural Network Programming with TensorFlow: Unleash the power of TensorFlow to train efficient neural networksPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Neural Networks and their implementation decoded with TensorFlow

	
		About This Book

		
			Develop a strong background in neural network programming from scratch, using the popular Tensorflow library.
	
			Use Tensorflow to implement different kinds of neural networks – from simple...
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Magento: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Magento is the world's most evolved e-commerce solution. It runs on the Apache/MySQL/PHP platform. From one installation, you can control multiple storefronts, all sharing customer and product information. Magento's templates and themes enable you to customize the look and feel of your store, even optimizing it for mobile phones. Extensions...
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